Rod influence on hue appearance of spectral lights was characterized by comparing the scaling of red, green, yellow, and blue hue sensations for an 8°-diameter, 7°-eccentric test spot under conditions that minimized (cone plateau) and maximized (dark adapted) rod influence at two mesopic light levels (1.5 and 3.0 log scoptic trolands). At the lower light level, the hue-scaling functions showed that rod signals influenced the spectral range and magnitude of all four primary hues. The rod influence could not be characterized as a ubiquitous augmentation or diminution of any hue over the entire spectrum. This constrains models of rod influence on color vision.
Introduction
It has long been suggested that the neural signals originating in rod photoreceptors can influence the hue appearance of lights that are also suprathreshold for cone-mediated vision. Various methods have been used to characterize this rod influence on hue. Some have been indirect, such as the use of changes of color matches [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] or changes of spectral loci of unique and binary hues [6, 13] to describe the effect of rods. Other methods have involved more direct description of hues believed influenced by rods. For example, Lythgoe [7] used unitary and binary color names to describe the changes of hue with dark adaptation and retinal eccentricity of a set of broadband lights. Also, Ambler [8] noted the frequencies of use across observers of hue names in the photochromatic interval.
What has been lacking is a quantification of rod-induced changes of hue sensations seen by individual observers in lights that span the spectrum. We addressed this goal by means of a hue scaling procedure, similar to that used by Abramov and Gordon [9] , in which observers assigned percentage values to the hues seen in spectral lights.
Methods

Obser6ers, apparatus, and stimuli
Three experienced color-normal observers (two males and one female, ages 24-42 years) participated in all conditions. All observations were made with a computer-controlled Maxwellian-view apparatus described by Buck [10] . The wavelength of the 8°-diameter test stimulus was varied between 420 and 630 nm in discrete 10-nm steps by means of a PTR monochromator having a full bandwidth at 50% of peak transmission of less than 2 nm. Uniblitz shutters effected 1-s presentations of the test stimulus with a 20-s interstimulus interval of darkness (except for the fixation stimulus described below). Spectrally calibrated neutral-density filters controlled the illuminance of all stimuli. The monochromator, shutter, and variable neutral-density filter were controlled by computer to provide a random order of presentation of each wavelength of test stimulus at a constant scotopic light level. Two light levels were used in separate sessions, 1.5 and 3.0 log scotopic trolands. Each wavelength of test stimulus was presented in every session. Spectral and illuminance calibrations were measured in situ by means of a calibrated gamma scientific spectroradiometer system.
A dim, white, continuously illuminated, 1°-square fixation cross was presented by means of a second channel 7°to the left of center of the test stimulus. This placed the test stimulus along the horizontal meridian in the nasal retina of the observer's right eye. The 7°e ccentricity and 8°test stimulus size were chosen to maintain comparability with prior work from this laboratory on scotopic color contrast [10 -12] and rod influence on unique and binary hue loci [13].
Hue-scaling procedure
After inspecting the test stimulus for one or two presentation cycles, the observer described its appearance with up to two of the four basic hues (red, green, blue, yellow) and assigned a percentage to the relative strength of each component hue, such that the sum of the percentages equaled 100% on each trial. Observers were permitted to use any combination of the four hue names; however they never selected the classical opponent combinations. Observers were unaware of the wavelength of the test stimulus and had only their hue perceptions to guide scaling responses.
Adaptation conditions
In order to measure the influence of rod signals on hue appearance, we compared hue-scaling judgments made to physically identical stimuli under two different conditions of adaptation that maximized and minimized rod contribution, respectively. Observers made hue judgments in both conditions at both low (1.5 log scotopic trolands) and high light levels (3.0 log scotopic trolands).
Dark-adapted condition
Before beginning an experimental session observers dark-adapted the right eye for 30 min. Stimuli were randomly presented and responses recorded by computer. Observers made a total of 15 judgments per wavelength across five daily sessions.
Cone-plateau condition
Rod influence was minimized by making judgments during the cone plateau, 3 -8 min following exposure to a xenon flash. Observers made a single hue-scaling judgment for each wavelength of test stimulus during each session. This required several flash-bleach cycles during the session, with a minimum 15-min interval between bleaches. Observers made a total of five judgments per wavelength across five daily sessions. Fig. 1 shows mean hue scaling results for each of the three observers (separate rows) at lower and higher light levels (left and right halves). Error bars represent 91 standard error of the session means. For clarity, the hue scaling data are presented in separate panels for blue/yellow and red/green hue responses. Within each panel, the influence of rods is shown by the difference in hue scaling values assigned to the same physical stimuli under dark-adapted (filled symbols, solid lines) and coneplateau (open symbols, dashed lines) conditions.
Results
At the lower light level, rod influence was not confined to just one region of the spectrum but instead influenced the spectral distribution of all four basic hues for each observer. Peak values of blue, yellow, and green shifted to longer wavelengths (the single exception was blue for observer AN). Long-wavelength red was generally reduced but short-wavelength red was not, as discussed below. Furthermore, rods generally influenced the amount of each hue differently in different portions of its range, so that no hue was uniformly increased or decreased in amount across its entire range. The one variation from this pattern was that AN showed an increase in blue and decrease in red throughout their respective ranges. A possible reconciliation of these findings is presented in Section 4.
At the higher light levels (3 log scotopic trolands), rod influences were eliminated (observers BH and AN) or dramatically attenuated (observer GF). The coneplateau and dark-adapted hue scaling values coincided, or nearly so. The similarity of hue appearance at this light level for both dark-adapted and cone-plateau conditions provides reassurance that the xenon-flash bleach used in the cone-plateau condition was not biasing the hue scaling judgments by persistent chromatic adaptation at either light level.
Discussion
The hue scaling data reveal that rod activity influences all four basic hues and does so over most of the spectrum. Rod activity shifts the spectral distribution of hues and does not simply augment or diminish any hue over its entire range. These effects are light-level dependent: rods have greater influence on hue at lower light levels, presumably because their signals are strong relative to cones, in some sense. The specific mechanism for this light-level dependence is unknown, however two features of the dependence should be noted.
First, rod effects are ubiquitous at 1.5 log scotopic trolands and consistently sparse or absent at 3.0 log scotopic trolands, despite the considerable variation of cone excitations across the spectrum at each of these scotopic level. Thus, the idea that the relative overall excitations of rods and cones determine the size of the rod influence is too simple. For unknown reasons, the absolute level of rod excitation seems to be an important determinant of the size of the rod influence on hue.
